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This paper presents an adaptive content-based image denoising technique. This technique uses image area classification for two purposes: perform more precise filtering and decrease computation complexity compared to modern filters of the same quality performance.

Overview of several top image filtering techniques was made. Spatial domain (LPA-ICI), transform domain (SW-DCT) and combined filters (SA-DCT and BM3D) were studied in order to understand basic principles of image denoising. Image area classification which gives reasonable division into classes with clearly distinguishable properties for image filtering was observed. We have chosen block-wise classification that maps each block to “Texture”, “Smooth” and “Edge” classes. Performance of discussed filters on image area classes was shown. Adaptive free parameters choice for filtering quality improvement was analysed. It was shown that for some classes best parameters set differs from the best parameter set for the entire image.

Methods to improve denoising algorithms speed which we were using in our adaptive solution were proposed. The most suitable algorithms with appropriate parameters set for each image area class were chosen. Modified classification algorithm applied to noisy images was developed. Whereupon, a modified BM3D-based adaptive denoising algorithm was proposed. Finally, multiple tests were performed and verification of speed and quality performances improvement compared to a baseline BM3D algorithm was obtained.
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TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

BM3D (Block Matching 3D) a recent state-of-the-art denoising algorithm which is based on grouping of similar 2D blocks into 3D structure and performing linear decorrelating transforms

DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) a linear transform on real number which is widely used for signal decorrelation

DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) a linear transform on complex number which is widely used for signal decorrelation

FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) a fast implementation of DFT

KLT (Karhunen-Loeve Transform) a linear transform which optimally compacts the signal energy, is calculated individually for a particular signal

LPA-ICI (Local polynomial approximation - intersection of confidence intervals) an image denoising algorithms based on weighted averaging of local pixel neighborhood

MSE (Mean Square Error) a measure of difference between two signals is calculated as an average of squared point-wise signal difference

PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) a measure of image quality is calculated as $10 \cdot \log_{10} \frac{255^2}{MSE(I,I_n)}$, where $I$ is an original image and $I_n$ is degraded image

SA-DCT (Shape adaptive DCT) an image denoising algorithm which is based on 2D linear transforms applied to complex shape image areas

SW-DCT (Sliding window DCT) an image denoising algorithm which is based on 2D block-wise linear transforms
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1. INTRODUCTION

Image processing methods and, in particular, image filtering, becomes very important nowadays. In the last decades we can see a rapid development of digital technology, widespread use of gadgets with photo and video cameras, such as smartphones, increase in computational power of embedded devices. Whereupon, we get an ability to provide to the end-user such services which in past demanded stationary computation complexes of highly specialized equipment but now can be performed real-time, e. g. high definition video recording or on-line video filtering.

With the growth of the computational abilities there are also qualitative improvements in filtering algorithms which, unfortunately, cost more and more computational resources and storage memory. Additionally, even negligible increase in PSNR might dramatically slowdown the filtering process. Note also that often theoretical studies differ from real implementation: even though in theory we may achieve PSNR improvement, practically it either might not provide us visual enhancement or an improvement might be insignificant compared to increase in computational complexity. Hence, in order to be able to use recent achievements in image filtering one should find a way to simplify algorithms allowing an insignificant drop in quality but keeping computational complexity low which would be appropriate for practical implementations.

Image filtering in digital cameras is a very broad concept. Generally, it means an image enhancement by a proper tuning of the following parameters: white balance, gamma correction, brightness level etc. Hereinafter in this work by image filtering we understand image denoising – suppression of additive zero mean white Gaussian noise. This mathematical model of noise has several important attributes. It has good mathematical properties (e. g. flat frequency spectrum). Poisson distribution can be converted to a normal one. Poisson noise in turn along with Gaussian noise are the main components of noise in image sensors (photo and video cameras) [1 Chapter 4.6], [2]. Additionally, white Gaussian noise describes some natural noises (heat) behaviour. Therefore, consideration of only that kind of noise allows us to solve highly demanded problem and use extensive achievements from mathematical tools since normal distribution is a well-studied mathematical model.

Even though recent developments in image filtering yield great results in performance, there is still some room for improvements. Complex algorithms, which
usually have several free parameters are applied to the entire image with the same settings or even the same settings are used for every image to be processed. One way of algorithm improvement, which is applied in [3], is to use an adaptive window size and therefore perform different filtering for areas with different pixel similarity. More complex approach utilizes image patches along with adaptive window size to calculate weighted sum of estimates with adaptive weights [4].

Another way to improve existing denoising methods is to use image segmentation/classification and apply particular filter with particular settings according to the classification on each image part individually. Separate handling of areas with different content and, therefore, different properties (e.g. smooth and texture) can not only improve filtering, but also significantly decrease computational complexity of filtering since some areas of image may not require advanced techniques for its denoising. The main goals of this work are as follows:

1. Analyze basic principles and features of existing denoising algorithms.
2. Embed classification approach in the filtering process.
3. Use classification and features of different filters for denoising quality improvements.

Along with the mentioned objectives we aim to apply if possible some methods to decrease algorithms computational complexity without sensible drop in denoising quality.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In order to understand in what way we can utilize difference in image content in filtering, we should study basics of modern filtering techniques and recent state-of-the-art approaches in image filtering. Since that we will start our overview with spatial domain filters.

2.1 Spatial domain filters

According to [5, Chapter 3] spatial domain is related to the image plane itself which means that filtering is based on direct manipulation with image pixels. Filtering in spatial domain can be represented as:

\[ g(x, y) = T[f(x, y)] \]

where \( f(x, y) \) is the input image, \( g(x, y) \) is the filtered image and \( T \) is an operator on \( f \) which processes pixels in some neighborhood of \((x, y)\). Neighborhood is traditionally a square or rectangular shape subimage area centered at \((x, y)\). This center of subimage is moved from a pixel to pixel and operator \( T \) is applied to the neighborhood at each location to yield the output \( g \) (filtered image).

One can notice two key elements in spatial domain filtering: selection of the neighborhood and selection of the operator. Generally, knowledge of an image degradation type facilitates the selection of the proper operator. For example, median filter is used in suppressing impulsive noise, such as “salt & pepper” [5, Chapter 3]. White Gaussian noise will be considered as a main degradation source in this work. It can be suppressed by the use of the local (weighted) averaging filter. The choice of an optimal neighborhood (window) in this case becomes one of the primary objectives.

From the mathematical point of view in filtering process there is a trade-off between bias and variance [6, Chapter 2.3.1]: by taking large window size we are greatly suppressing the noise, but loosing most of the image details; while using small window for filtering we preserve details, but keep noise less suppressed. Minimum window size (only the original pixel value) guarantees no bias but keeps variance at its initial level, while the window of all the image size will yield extremely small variance and huge bias that blurs all the image content. Thus, as a window size grows the variance decreases and a bias component increases. Therefore, as the
point-wise MSE that we want to decrease can be represented as a sum of two terms depending on bias and variance, selection of window size depends on variability of pixels taken from undistorted image in the window [12]. As long as pixels are close in value, we can increase a window size to decrease a variance without growth of bias and when pixels start to differ much we should choose small window not to loose details because of the bias.

The importance of right bias/variance balance determination can be observed in the following example. In Figures 2.1(a) and 2.1(b) two parts of “Barbara” image with a smooth content and with a texture are shown. These subimages are degraded with a white Gaussian noise having standard deviation of $\sigma = 30$ (see Figures 2.1(c) 2.1(d)). They are filtered with averaging filters with different size and form of windows. For both “Smooth” and “Texture” images square form of the windows (Figure 2.2, usual choice in image processing) was used, additionally, for the texture image we have used windows of the form of diagonal segments (Figure 2.3). This choice is motivated by the fact that the texture image pattern has diagonal stripes, thus it is interesting to study how the form of the window resembling image pattern improves the filtering. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the dependence between window sizes and PSNR for each of the cases described above. From this naive observation of filtering results we can see that:

1. With the averaging filter we can obtain higher PSNR improvement with the “Smooth” image than that with the “Texture” image.

2. “Optimal” size of the window for a “Smooth” image is much larger than that for a “Texture” one.

3. The better form of a window resembles the texture pattern the better filtering results can be obtained.

![](image1.png)

(a) “Smooth”  (b) “Texture”  (c) “Noisy Smooth”  (d) “Noisy Texture”

Figure 2.1: Test images

Particular examples of the filtered images for $3 \times 3$ and $9 \times 9$ windows and for diagonal windows of length 3 and 9 for “Texture” image (see Figure 2.5) are shown.
Figure 2.2: Square averaging windows.

Figure 2.3: Diagonal averaging windows.

Figure 2.4: PSNR for smooth and texture images filtered with different square windows.
in order to demonstrate such a phenomena. Noisy “Smooth” image after filtering becomes closer to the undistorted one with the growth of the windows size, while a “Texture” image loses most details (we can see that only the fold of the tissue is left but the the pattern is generally lost).

![Image](image.png)

(a) “Smooth”. Square, $3 \times 3$. (b) “Texture”. Square, $3 \times 3$. (c) “Smooth”. Square, $9 \times 9$.


Figure 2.5: Images filtered with different window shapes and sizes.

As it was mentioned above, an important task is the right choice in bias/variance trade-off. Since image pattern is usually not uniform this choice should be done individually for every image location. As it was shown, a much noise suppression with higher PSNR can be achieved in “Smooth” regions than in the area of edges. Hence, to get better filtering one should modify a window for every pixel in a way that averaging (weighted averaging) is performed only among “similar” pixels. The recently developed technique called Anisotropic LPA-ICI (local polynomial approximation – intersection of confidence intervals) is based on this idea [6]. Consideration of this approach is the first step in our study of determination of proper filtering parameter values based on the image content.

### 2.1.1 Anisotropic LPA-ICI

Let $X \subset \mathbb{Z}^2$ be an image domain, $y(x)$ ($x \in X$) is an undistorted signal, $z(x) = y(x) + \sigma \cdot \eta(x)$ is a noisy observation of the signal $y(x)$ ($\eta(x) \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1)$). The
goal of denoising is to determine the estimate $\hat{y}(x)$ of signal $y(x)$ which is as close to the undistorted signal as possible (e. g. in MSE sense). We mentioned earlier that this problem can be solved by using averaging filter. Additionally, we have shown that filtering using windows which comprise only similar pixels from the pixel neighborhood yield better estimate of the origin pixel compared to filtering using the general shape windows (squares). This can be explained by lower bias component of estimate obtained from window of similar pixels.

Anisotropic LPA for each pixel determines its own neighborhood of similar pixels which is used as a window for averaging [8]. Ideally, the optimal window should:

1) comprise as much as possible similar pixels to decrease variance of the estimate;

2) keep pixels similarity at a high level to decrease bias of the estimate.

It is hard to reach both of these conditions and obtain an optimal window which comprises only desired pixels. Practically, optimal window is replaced by its approximation which has some shape restrictions (e. g. start-shaped) [14].

These restrictions allow to obtain approximation of optimal window as a union of windows of some particular shape. For example, neighborhood of the pixel can be divided into conical sectors (origin pixel – their apex) or as a set of rays (origin pixel – their initial point). The task of optimal window determination can be reduced to the separate determinations of the optimal windows in particular directions, union of which comprises approximation of the optimal window (see Figure 2.6). These windows can be characterized by their linear size or scale parameter [7]. Further simplification of this process can be achieved by approximation of the optimal scale parameter with one picked from a fixed set of scales. To determine which scale corresponds to the optimal window (for a particular direction) so-called ICI-rule was developed [13].

Figure 2.6: Approximation of optimal support and aggregation of directional estimates.

The idea of the ICI method is in following: for every scale (denoted by $h$) from a scale set with some probability $p$ true value $y(x)$ is located in the vicinity of its estimate $\hat{y}_h(x)$. This vicinity depends on the scale and is called as a confidence interval (denoted by $D$). It can be shown [6] that the radius of the confidence interval is $\sigma_{\hat{y}_h(x)} \cdot \Gamma \cdot D = [\hat{y}_h(x) - \sigma_{\hat{y}_h(x)} \cdot \Gamma, \hat{y}_h(x) + \sigma_{\hat{y}_h(x)} \cdot \Gamma]$, where $\sigma_{\hat{y}_h(x)}$ is a standard deviation of an estimate $\hat{y}_h(x)$ and $\Gamma$ is some parameter that depends on the probability $p$ and a pixel similarity in the signal $y$. 
Confidence intervals may intersect. This intersection with some probability contains true value of $y(x)$. As scale $h$ increases, corresponding window size increases and $\sigma_{\hat{y}_h(x)}$ decreases. Therefore, radius of the confidence interval decreases with the growth of $h$. ICI-rule states that as an optimal scale one should choose the largest scale for which intersection of all confidence intervals corresponding to the scales less or equal than this is not empty (see Figure 2.7). In other words, if $H = \{h_1, h_2, ..., h_N\}$ is a set of the scales in the ascendant order, then an optimal scale is defined as:

$$h_{opt} = \max_i \{h_i : \bigcap_{j \leq i} D_j \neq \emptyset\}. \quad (2.1)$$

Thus, the optimal scales for each direction are found, therefore, an optimal window for each direction can be found and from the union of these windows the approximation of the optimal window can be obtained.

Anisotropic LPA-ICI is an example of one of the most powerful spatial domain image filters. Even though it is an adaptive filter which means that the window for each pixel is selected individually and the selection depends on image content, it still has a free parameter $\Gamma$ – the source of our further investigation and which impact we will see in the Chapter 3.

### 2.2 Transform domain filters

Transform (frequency) domain filters constitute another class of filters. The key feature in transform domain filtering is that before any enhancement image (or its
part) pixels are transformed. The transform is done to perform a decorrelation of image pixels. First order Markov process with a correlation parameter close to 1 is a well established model for pixels in a small size image blocks. Since that neighboring image pixels usually have very high correlation, decorrelation helps us to separate very effectively a signal from noise. This correlation of pixels is local, hence a best processing is achieved by dividing image into subimages and performing filtering of each subimage independently. These subimages are usually called blocks (for simplicity they have a rectangular shape). Often block is of 8 or 16 pixel width since many transforms with the power of 2 length have fast implementation algorithms despite of those of arbitrary length (e.g. FFT instead of DFT).

Evidently, the best decorrelating transform matrix depends on the particular data and is known as a Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) [15, Chapter 1]. The great drawback of KLT is that its matrix should be computed every time for every image block. The transform that is usually used instead of image-dependent KLT in image processing is a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). DCT transform matrix has:

1) a fixed structure;

2) very good decorrelation properties assuming first order Markov process model (approximates well KLT matrix);

3) fast computational algorithm [19].

The simplest but at the same time very powerful technique of transform domain filtering is a sliding window DCT filtering ([16], [17]).

2.2.1 Sliding window DCT filtering

Sliding window DCT (SW-DCT) performs denoising of the image by block-wise filtering. Blocks are of the fixed size and may overlap. If an image pixel belongs to several blocks, the final estimate of it is calculated from estimates of this pixel in all the blocks it belongs to. Usually, the more blocks contain the pixel, the better final estimate for this pixel we can obtain. This can be explained by more complete use of a pixel neighborhood.

Filtering of a block is performed as follows. Block ($B$) is transformed by 2D DCT and a block of DCT coefficients is obtained ($B_T = DCT_{2D}(B)$). Usually, 2D-DCT is replaced by the consequent application of 1D DCT to block rows and to block columns, which is called 2D separable DCT transform.

As we stated above chosen degradation model can be represented as follows:

$$z(x) = y(x) + n(x),$$

where $x$ represents 2D coordinates and $n(x) \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2)$. This model takes place for every image block since it takes place for the entire image. Hence, noise is distributed in transform coefficients uniformly (flat spectrum) while
useful information is decorrelated and is mostly localized in the “low frequency” coefficients. Therefore, the transform coefficients which absolute value are below some level contain mainly noise. They are suppressed (set to zero) and thereby, some noise components are suppressed as well.

Thus, in the next step transform coefficients are processed with the hard thresholding operation ($\hat{B}_T = HT(B_T)$):

$$HT(a) = \begin{cases} a, & \text{if } |a| \geq T, \text{ where } T \text{ is a threshold.} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

Threshold depends (linearly) on the noise standard deviation level ($\lambda \cdot \sigma$). The factor $\lambda$ before $\sigma$ characterizes how hard the noise is suppressed. It was shown that, in general, the best threshold level is around $2.7 \cdot \sigma$ [18].

Hard thresholding is a main part of denoising itself. After that, inverse 2D-DCT is applied to the block of filtered coefficients: $\hat{B} = IDCT_{2D}(\hat{B}_T)$. As an output the filtered image block in spatial domain is obtained.

Since the filter is applied block-wise, there are two possible choices:

1. Divide an image into non-overlapping blocks and obtain filtered image as a set of filtered blocks.

2. Filter all possible blocks (or some of them) so that for each pixel there is at least one estimate (there is at least one block that contains that pixel).

The first choice provides poorly reconstructed image, but no aggregation is needed. Non-overlapping block processing in 2D DCT domain resembles the principle of JPEG [27] image compression. Second option demands some aggregation to combine estimates of the same pixel from different blocks into the final estimate. Two types of aggregation are usually used:

1. Simple averaging of all estimates.

2. Weighted averaging where a weight for an estimate from each block equals to the reciprocal of amount of non-zero DCT coefficients in this block after hard thresholding.

The second aggregation type corresponds to the maximum likelihood solution [22] (see Appendix A). This aggregation type gives a larger weight to the homogeneous blocks. Thus, e.g. blocks with edges have smaller weight than those around the edge. Therefore, the border effect of edge denoising can be reduced.

Worth to mention that instead of DCT transform one can use other transforms for sliding window filtering. For example, Haar or wavelet transforms may be used
to save the computational time or perform better decorrelation if image pixels model is different.

There are several parameters in SW-DCT algorithm: block size, block shift (or more generally distribution of the blocks within the image) and thresholding coefficient $\lambda$. Each of them has different impact on filtering quality depending on image content. We will study this dependence in Chapters 3 and 4.

### 2.2.2 Empirical Wiener filter

Empirical Wiener filter is a modification that can be applied to SW-DCT filtering. In most of the cases it gives filtered image quality improvement. Empirical Wiener filter is based on the idea of Wiener filter.

Suppose, we have a signal $y(t)$ and an observation of this signal degraded with an additive noise $n(t)$:

$$z(t) = y(t) + n(t)$$

(2.2)

Assume, we would like to get a signal $g(t)$ which being convolved with the degraded signal $z(t)$ yields an estimate of the original signal $y(t)$:

$$\hat{y}(t) = g(t) \ast z(t)$$

(2.3)

Wiener filter allows to determine optimal signal $g(t)$ that minimizes MSE of the estimate. Assuming that, $N(f)$ is the noise signal and $Y(f)$ is the original signal in the transform domain, we can get by the formula for $g(t)$ in transform domain as follows:

$$G(f) = \frac{1}{1 + \left|\frac{N(f)}{Y(f)}\right|^2}.$$  

(2.4)

Therefore, the estimate in the transform domain is:

$$\hat{Y}(f) = G(f) \cdot Z(f).$$  

(2.5)

Signal $g(t)$ is usually applied in the frequency domain since it has very simple form there, but it can be applied in the spatial domain too. An image can be considered as a locally stationary signal\cite{20}. Hence, the signal $g(t)$ can be windowed and convolution $g(t) \ast z(t)$ which provides an optimal estimate of signal $y(t)$ can be performed locally. Therefore, filtering can be performed locally in the frequency domain: determine $G(f)$ for each local part of a signal (block) and apply it in frequency domain.

Since we do not have an original signal ($y(t)$), empirical approach implies a use of some estimate of this signal. In application to SW-DCT as an original signal we
use an estimate obtained from SW-DCT filtering [21].

Empirical Wiener filter can be considered as a more advanced way of thresholding. In hard thresholding coefficients are either totally suppressed (set to zero) or remain unchanged. In the case of Wiener filter every coefficient is multiplied by some factor \( \leq 1 \) which performs suppression more accurately.

In the previous section of this thesis we were studying spatial and frequency domain filters. Each of these types of filters use different information from the image and even though frequency domain filters generally perform better, they do not take into account spatial similarity of image pixels coming from different blocks. Most of modern filters are actually combined (SA-DCT [22], BM3D [25]). In these algorithms filtering is performed by a modification of transform domain hard thresholding. But the data for filtering are collected from the spatial domain considering pixel similarity. This is an important step which helps to decorrelate data in a better way and, therefore, to filter it more qualitatively. In the following sections we will briefly review features of SA-DCT and BM3D.

2.3 SA-DCT filtering

Shape adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) filter for better denoising uses complex-shaped windows which comprise neighborhood of similar pixels [23, Chapter 3]. It lets to achieve stronger pixel decorrelation which in turn yields better noise suppression. SA-DCT can be described as a combination of elements from LPA-ICI and SW-DCT. Complex-shaped blocks are filtered with 2D DCT hard thresholding. It is performed as two 1D transforms row-wise and column-wise as in SW-DCT. Blocks for processing are determined pixel-wise via LPA-ICI algorithm.

In the considered implementation [22] block of similar pixels is determined for each pixel using several LPA-ICI runs for rays in (eight) different directions. All the ray start at the original pixel. Determination of best ray length is performed according to ICI rule, which uses \( \Gamma \) parameter as well as anisotropic LPA-ICI algorithm. End positions of rays form a (possibly concave) polygon (octagon). This polygon is considered as a region of similar pixels.

Compared to SW-DCT there are several modifications in the block denoising phase in SA-DCT. The length of the rows generally may be different. Since that, coefficients obtained after first 1D transform are aligned. Alignment is performed in a way that coefficients representing similar frequencies are processed together during the second 1D transform along the columns [24, Chapter 2].

Block in SA-DCT is not rectangular, therefore order of execution of 1D transforms affects the result. If the longest column is longer than the longest row, columns are processed first, otherwise rows are processed first.

Additionally, different length of rows and columns may cause so called “mean
weighting defect” \[33\]. To prevent this phenomenon before separable 2D DCT an average value of the block is subtracted from all its pixels.

Since block in SA-DCT has a variable size, hard thresholding coefficient in SA-DCT depends on the amount of pixels in a block (denoted by \(N\)). In general \(\lambda\) is calculated by the following formula: \(\lambda = \alpha \sqrt{2 \log N + 1}\). Coefficient \(\alpha\) represents the strength of the noise suppression. In the considered implementation of SA-DCT it has a constant value: \(\alpha = 0.77\).

The entire process is illustrated in Figure 2.8\[22\].

![Figure 2.8: SA-DCT scheme.](image)

There are two parameters which have to be set for filtering: \(\Gamma\) and \(\alpha\). As we studied in LPA-ICI, the first parameter is responsible for bias/variance trade-off, i.e. in this case it is a criterion of pixel similarity in the block. The second parameter is a thresholding coefficient very similar to the one used in SW-DCT but since in SA-DCT the shape and size of the block vary and correlation of pixels is generally higher than in SW-DCT, there are some feature of this coefficient. The influence of these parameters will be studied in the Chapter 3.

Finally, we will briefly overview BM3D algorithm as a state-of-the-art image denoising algorithm.

### 2.4 Block Matching 3D filtering

The basic idea of Block Matching 3D filtering (BM3D) is a collaborative filtering. Similarly to SW-DCT, BM3D is performed block-wise and it uses blocks of fixed size. But for better decorrelation similar 2D blocks are grouped up to 3D structures, which are thresholded in transform domain. After that each block from a filtered 3D structure is aggregated with some weight to form a final image estimate.
When filtering a block, BM3D searches for similar blocks in some neighborhood of the current one. Similarity is usually determined by MSE difference. If the MSE is below some threshold block is considered to be “similar”, otherwise it is not. MSE can be also calculated between blocks of 2D transform (DCT) coefficients. Several most similar block along with the current one are grouped up into a 3D structure. Size of the 3rd dimension is determined depending on how many “similar” blocks can be found in the neighborhood.

Each block in a 3D structure is transformed with a 2D transform. In addition to the 2D transforms, a 3rd dimension transform is applied to reduce between-block correlations. Transform in the 3rd dimension may differ from 2D transform used. It may be a simpler transform (e.g. Haar).

After filtering of a 3D structure, each of the obtained filtered blocks is placed to the accumulative buffer to its corresponding position multiplied by a corresponding weight. Weight is determined according to one of the techniques described in the previous chapter (SW-DCT). The scheme of BM3D is shown in the Figure 2.9.

BM3D algorithm has several parameters, which are fixed during the filtering process. It inherits all parameters from SW-DCT and, additionally, has settings responsible for block matching. Examples of these parameters are: range of search and thresholding MSE (which limits the maximum MSE for the blocks similarity).
BM3D is the last denoising algorithm that we review in this chapter. It is currently one of the best image noise suppression approaches [34, Chapter 7.2] and in our study we will mostly focus on the classification-based improvement of this algorithm.

Speaking about image areas we were using only empirical criteria for its definition. However, for automatic adaptive denoising one should use some classification algorithm to separate image areas. Hence, before we start the analysis we have to introduce an image segmentation tool.

### 2.5 Image segmentation

Image pixel classification algorithm is very important part of our study since smart classification allows us to utilize features of particular class for better filtering, while inappropriate classification won’t provide us any benefits. Even though there are many image segmentation techniques it is very hard to find an appropriate one. Some of them provide division of an image only into two classes [10], others demand long time processing [11]. In this work, we use classification algorithm based on processing of 2D DCT image blocks [9].

In this algorithm three types of image areas are distinguished:

1. Plain areas. We can utilize high pixels similarity of these regions, using larger windows or suppressing noise harder with larger thresholding coefficients.

2. Texture areas. Pixel similarity is very low, thus estimates based on averaging will have high bias. Complex filtering approaches should be used to preserve image details.

3. Edge areas. One can utilize strict shape of an edge to decrease computational time (e. g. simplify block matching in BM3D) or improve quality (preserve edges).

For the classification of image pixels block classification is used. It is not so accurate as a classification of each pixel independently, but fast enough not to influence filtering algorithm speed which is important. Additionally, BM3D and SW-DCT need 2D DCT blocks for their processing, hence overhead for classification is even more negligible in case one uses these algorithms for filtering.

For the classification, an image is divided into $8 \times 8$ blocks and 2D DCT is calculated for each of these blocks. After that, in each block all AC coefficients are divided into three groups: low frequencies, high frequencies and those coefficients corresponding to edges (Figure 2.10). For each group, sum of the absolute values of the coefficients is calculated (three numbers). Based on these sums, all pixels belonging to a block are classified to one of three classes. Several conditions which
indicate belonging to the particular class were experimentally determined. In details, let’s denote the sum of absolute values of edge coefficients as $E$ and sum of absolute values of low and high frequency coefficients as $L$ and $H$, respectively. Then, a classification algorithm can be written as in the following pseudo-code:

```plaintext
mu_1 = 125
mu_2 = 900
alpha_1 = 2.3
alpha_2 = 1.4
beta_1 = 1.6
beta_2 = 1.1
gamma = 4
kappa = 290

IF( E+H > mu_1 ) THEN
    IF( E+H > mu_2 ) THEN
        IF( ((L/E >= alpha_2) AND ((L+E)/H >= beta_2)) OR
            ((L/E >= beta_2) AND ((L+E)/H >= alpha_2)) OR
            ((L+E)/H >= gamma) ) THEN
            EDGE
        ELSE
            IF( ((L/E >= alpha_1) AND ((L+E)/H >= beta_1)) OR
                ((L/E >= beta_1) AND ((L+E)/H >= alpha_1)) OR
                ((L+E)/H >= gamma) ) THEN
                EDGE
            ELSEIF( E+H > kappa ) THEN
                TEXTURE
            ELSE
                SMOOTH
        ELSE
            TEXTURE
    ELSE
        SMOOTH
ELSE
    SMOOTH
```

Using this classification we can perform adaptive processing schemes for the blocks. Separation to smooth and texture areas helps us to obtain the right value for the coefficients which represent bias/variance trade-off. Therefore, one can achieve either better noise suppression or more accurate details preservation. Determination of edge regions may help to pay more attention to the color change preservation. Additionally, one can use it to decrease a computational time for similar blocks.
Figure 2.10: Coefficients separation.

determination (e. g. in BM3D algorithm).
3. IMAGE FILTERING WITH CLASSIFICATION

In the previous chapter we reviewed basic principles of several filtering techniques of different types (spatial domain, transform domain, combined spatial and transform domain). Additionally, we reviewed a segmentation tool that provides us an ability to analyze separately features of different image content classes, namely what filters and what settings are the most suitable for each class.

In this chapter we will study dependence of the filtering quality (measured in PSNR) on different filter parameters. We want to show optimal (from PSNR of filtered image point of view) values of parameters individual for each content class. Therefore, content-dependent filtering can improve a quality of the filtered image compared to the baseline approach, where the same settings are applied to the entire image.

For this purpose we will perform image filtering with the range of values for its parameters. After that, we will observe change of the PSNR for the entire image and for each content class separately. From these observations we can determine optimal values of the parameters for the entire image and compare them with the optimal values of the parameters for each of the content classes. Knowing optimal parameters for each class we can perform filtering with adaptive parameter application. From this application we expect to get more qualitative filtering.

For the experiments we will use test image set of widely used images: “Barbara”, “Cameraman” and “Lenna” (Figure 3.1). Their content classification which is used further in this chapter is shown in Figure 3.2. We perform our study of the algorithms in the same order as in the previous chapter: from simple to more complex ones. Hence our first step is LPA-ICI.

3.1 LPA-ICI with classification

As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, parameter $\Gamma$ in the LPA-ICI algorithm is responsible for the pixel neighborhood size. $\Gamma$ controls neighborhood size by controlling the pixel similarity in the pixel neighborhood, because if we accept less similar pixels the size of the neighborhood can be larger. Since that, the choice of this parameter value depends on the bias/variance trade-off and its optimal value should be different for different image content classes.

In order to determine optimal $\Gamma$’s we observed dependence of calculated PSNR
on this parameter. We degraded each image with white Gaussian noise of different magnitudes and after that we filtered degraded images with the range of \( \Gamma \) values from 0.5 to 2.0 with the step 0.05. Dependences of PSNR on \( \Gamma \) for the entire image and content classes can be seen in Figure 3.6.

In the original article it is recommended to use \( \Gamma = 1.05 \) (Chapter 2.4.4) as the optimal value for the entire image. Optimal \( \Gamma \) for the entire image in our experiments agrees with this value for the low noise. Heavy noise usually demands higher values for the optimal filtering. Dependences of calculated PSNR on \( \Gamma \) are show in Figure 3.6. Optimal \( \Gamma \) are the argument values corresponding to the peaks of the shown curves. For convenience the exact values are shown in Table 3.1. Ideally, each of the classes should be filtered with the corresponding optimal \( \Gamma \) value. We can get two important observations from the consideration of separate content classes filtering:

1. The result of the filtering of smooth areas gives much higher PSNR than that of texture and edge areas of the image.

2. Optimal \( \Gamma \)'s for the “Texture” and “Smooth” areas differ from the optimal \( \Gamma \)
for the entire image.

The first observation means that from PSNR point of view error of estimate for the “Smooth” class is much lower than that for the “Texture” class. Therefore, improvement in “Texture” class is more important than that in the “Smooth” class. Hence, drop in quality in the “Smooth” class impacts less on the overall image PSNR than the same drop in “Texture” class.

The second observation is consistent with the assumption about profitability of a content-dependent parameter usage. As it was mentioned, in general the optimal value for the filtering is $\Gamma = 1.05$. Therefore, one can see that texture regions demand lower than average $\Gamma$, while smooth regions require greater than average $\Gamma$. Thus, by using separate values for $\Gamma$ for different classes we get PSNR gain in the combined image for the cost of classification. Let’s denote an image, which is a union of pixels from three classes each of which is filtered with its own optimal $\Gamma$, as a combined image. Table 3.2 shows that combined image has better PSNR than the image which is entirely filtered with the same $\Gamma$ value ($\Gamma = 1.05$).

Figure 3.3 demonstrates visual comparison between LPA-ICI and LPA-ICI with adaptive $\Gamma$ selection. One can see that fragments with adaptive approach have been clearly filtered and have more pleasant looking smooth areas with less noise.

Thereby, a use of additional information such as image area classification can improve image filtering quality for the spatial domain filtering. This result will be considered further in SA-DCT filtering. We will see later that restoration quality of LPA-ICI is very poor compared to other filtering algorithms and its processing does not suit well for our block-wise classification. The next step is to study possible improvements for transform domain algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Entire</th>
<th>Smooth</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Texture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Optimal $\Gamma$ values for LPA-ICI filtering.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>LPA-ICI</th>
<th>Combined LPA-ICI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td>27.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>29.28</td>
<td>29.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>30.71</td>
<td>30.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>23.83</td>
<td>24.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>25.52</td>
<td>25.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td>27.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>22.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>23.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>25.72</td>
<td>25.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Comparison of calculated PSNR for images filtered with LPA-ICI with the same $\Gamma$ for the entire image and combined image.

3.1.1 SW-DCT with classification

Optimal value of thresholding coefficient ($\lambda$) of SW-DCT may depend on the image content as well as the value of $\Gamma$ in LPA-ICI. It is recommended to use fixed value of thresholding coefficient ($\lambda = 2.7$) which is usually an optimal value for the entire image (yields highest PSNR). But, as it was mentioned above, the optimal value can differ for different types of image content. To test this hypothesis we made series of denoising experiments with different $\lambda$ value from 1.3 to 4.0 with step 0.1 applied to test images, which were degraded with white Gaussian noise with several levels of standard deviations.

Results of the experiments are shown in Figure 3.7. Table 3.3 presents arguments of curve peaks from Figure 3.7. One can see that for plane region the optimal hard thresholding coefficient $\lambda$ is higher than default one and for the texture region it is lower. Moreover, the diversity of the optimal value for the same noise and the same region type for different images is low ($\pm 0.1$). Therefore, e.g. for noise $\sigma = 20$ we can use separate values for $\lambda$: 2.4 for texture and around 3.0 for smooth areas. Optimal $\lambda$ for the edge region varies from image to image and single value cannot be determined. The last observation can be explained by the fact that edge area is heterogeneous and two different areas meet there: smooth and smooth area, smooth and texture area or texture and texture area. Therefore, in average it does not have any special properties except the pixel color intensity leap.

Comparison of PSNR for images which are entirely filtered with the same value of $\lambda$ and images with own $\lambda$ value for each region is shown in Table 3.4.

Visual comparison of SW-DCT and SW-DCT with adaptive $\lambda$ selection (Figure 3.4) shows that adaptive approach allows to suppress more noise in the image. In a fragment filtered with simple SW-DCT one can notice some pattern left by the unsuppressed high frequency coefficients on the flat areas. In the adaptive SW-DCT
Table 3.3: Optimal λ values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Entire</th>
<th>Smooth</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Texture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, σ = 20</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, σ = 20</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, σ = 20</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, σ = 40</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, σ = 40</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, σ = 40</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, σ = 60</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, σ = 60</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, σ = 60</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Comparison of calculated PSNR for images filtered with SW-DCT with the same λ for the entire image and combined image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LPA-ICI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, σ = 20</td>
<td>30.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, σ = 20</td>
<td>29.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, σ = 20</td>
<td>32.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, σ = 40</td>
<td>26.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, σ = 40</td>
<td>26.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, σ = 40</td>
<td>28.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, σ = 60</td>
<td>24.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, σ = 60</td>
<td>24.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, σ = 60</td>
<td>26.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case of SW-DCT image blocks classification demands less computations than that in the spacial domain case (since forward 2D DCT is calculated anyway). At the same time, we can make an important observation: classification provides an information that improves filtering.

Additionally, classification is not only helping us to increase filtering quality but also may speed up filtering. Larger thresholding coefficient for smooth regions leaves less DCT coefficients and, therefore, the inverse DCT can be performed faster in a reduced way (e.g. if all coefficient except the DC value are zeros, all the values in the block after the inverse DCT are the same).

SW-DCT showed acceptable filtering quality performance, presence of ways for its acceleration and convenience for classifier use. Here we finish our study of pure filters and move to the combined ones. The first algorithm to analyze is a Shape-adaptive DCT.
In this section we will observe impact of \( \Gamma \) and \( \alpha \) parameters on SA-DCT filtering. Parameter \( \Gamma \) is responsible for the size of the block and homogeneity of pixels in the block. While \( \alpha \) is used in hard thresholding. From [22] we know that in average the best values for the entire image are \( \alpha = 0.77, \Gamma = 1.5 \). In our analysis we fix one of these parameters to the optimal value for the entire image and vary the other one.

In the first experiment we fix \( \alpha = 0.75 \) and vary \( \Gamma \) from 0.5 to 5.0 with the step 0.05. In the second experiment we fix \( \Gamma = 1.5 \) and vary \( \alpha \) from 0.5 to 1.2 with the step 0.05. The results for both of these experiments are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. Arguments for the curve peaks for these figures are presented in Tables 3.5 and 3.6.

From the Figure 3.8 one can see that, unfortunately, we can not get improvement from adaptive \( \Gamma \) parameter use. For the smooth and edge areas the best value of \( \Gamma \) is close to one used for the entire image. The optimal value for the \( \Gamma \) in texture areas can be both larger and less than the optimal value for the entire image. Large value
of optimal $\Gamma$ for the “Texture” in the “Barbara” image is caused by “phenomenon of trousers pattern”. This phenomenon we will observe in the next chapter about SW-DCT (Table 4.1). Thus, we can not utilize different values of $\Gamma$ since we do not have a tool that can determine such kind of texture, which demands large window size for its filtering.

Figure 3.9 depicts the same behaviour for $\alpha$ as for $\lambda$ in SW-DCT: smooth areas should be filtered with larger than average (0.77) values of hard thresholding coefficient, while smaller values should be used for the texture areas. Unfortunately, in case of SA-DCT an adaptive approach yield very low PSNR increase (less than 0.1 dB) and low improvement of visual quality (indistinguishable) compared to usual SA-DCT. Since that we will not use it in our future development.

From comparison in Figures 3.7 and 3.9 one can notice that the value of PSNR in “Smooth” areas filtered with SA-DCT is higher than that in the smooth areas filtered with SW-DCT. From PSNR point of view one should use SA-DCT for smooth region instead of SW-DCT. But in terms of time consumption in SA-DCT we pay for the block shape determination (the process which is absent in SW-DCT). Additionally, in block processing we cannot use only fast transforms since block size is not fixed. Moreover, PSNR improvement in smooth areas is not as significant as in others. The PSNR there is higher than in any other areas, hence, the contribution made to the entire image from this area improvement is minor. Therefore, we will not use SA-DCT for “Smooth” areas.

We nearly finish our analysis of possible contributions, which can be made by the classification being applied to the filtering process. The last algorithm, which is left to analyse is a powerful BM3D.

3.3 BM3D filtering with classification

As in SW-DCT case, separate use of hard thresholding coefficient $\lambda$ for different classes may significantly improve the quality of filtering. It is directly responsible for the noise suppression. Thus, we will study it first. As in the SW-DCT, range for $\lambda$ for the experiments was chosen from 1.3 to 4 with the step 0.1. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 3.10 and the arguments for the curve peaks (optimal values of $\lambda$) from this figure are shown in the Table 3.7.

From the graphs one can see that the optimal thresholding coefficients are lower in “Texture” areas than the coefficient for the entire image and higher in “Smooth”. We observed the same behaviour in the cases of SW-DCT and SA-DCT. Particular values for $\lambda$ in BM3D case differ from $\lambda$ in SW-DCT because the possibility to suppress noise depends on pixels correlation. The higher correlation the larger $\lambda$ should be used. Here the additional decorrelation is obtained from 3rd dimension, therefore, optimal thresholding coefficients for corresponding image classes are higher in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Entire</th>
<th>Smooth</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Texture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7: Optimal $\lambda$ values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>PSNR BM3D</th>
<th>PSNR Combined BM3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>31.31</td>
<td>31.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>30.08</td>
<td>30.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 20$</td>
<td>32.56</td>
<td>32.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>27.19</td>
<td>27.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>26.63</td>
<td>26.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 40$</td>
<td>29.02</td>
<td>29.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>25.19</td>
<td>25.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameraman, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>24.86</td>
<td>25.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenna, $\sigma = 60$</td>
<td>26.97</td>
<td>27.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8: Comparison of calculated PSNR for images filtered with BM3D with the same $\lambda$ for the entire image and combined image.

BM3D than in SW-DCT (compare Figures 3.7 and 3.10).

Comparison of quality measured in PSNR for combined images (where $\lambda$ is chosen individually for each content class) and for images where the same $\lambda$ for the entire image is presented in Table 3.8. Visual comparison is shown in Figure 3.5. One can notice that fragments related to BM3D with content-dependent $\lambda$ selection are clearer and, therefore, better filtered than the corresponding fragments filtered with BM3D.

Since we are interested in decrease of computational complexity we will also consider if it is possible to decrease similar blocks search range without loosing quality. This parameter is crucial for BM3D speed performance since block searching implies MSE calculation between source block and all blocks within some range. Since amount of MSE to be computed is approximately $4 \cdot R^2$ for each block, where $R$ is a search range, this part takes most of the algorithm processing time. One can see that halving the $R$ causes reduction of computational complexity by a factor of 4. To determine a dependence of calculated PSNR of search range we have performed ex-
periments with variable search range for the numbers from a set: \(\{0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32\}\). Worth to be noticed that BM3D degenerates to SW-DCT when the search range is set to zero. Results of experiments are shown in Figure 3.11.

From the latter Figure one can see that usually the best value for search range is 16, but it is also noticeable that for smooth area PSNR for 16 and 0 does not differ much. Therefore, we can use simple SW-DCT in the smooth area and greatly decrease computational complexity. With that simplification quality does not drop much. Additionally, possible lose is located in the area where quality is high enough anyway. In the other areas significant drop in PSNR can be observed for the search range bellow 8, while PSNR for 8 and 16 does not differ much. Hence, we can use value 8 instead of 16 for these areas and reduce computations almost by a factor of 4.

One more modification which decreases computational complexity is fast block-matching algorithm. During the processing full block-matching search is performed even though search range is decreased to the local region. As it was mentioned earlier, this process takes a lot of computational resources and therefore time. Several modifications such as two-dimensional logarithmic search [29], diamond search [30] and hexagon search [31] were developed and were proved to perform fast and accurate block matching without significant MSE growth. These techniques can further speed-up the algorithm and they are already used in several BM3D-like implementation [32]. In this work we do not focus on the improvement of these algorithms and none of the fast search techniques is used in the implementations.
Figure 3.3: Visual comparison between image filtered with LPA-ICI and content-dependant LPA-ICI.
Figure 3.4: Visual comparison between image filtered with SW-DCT and content-dependant SW-DCT.
Figure 3.5: Visual comparison between image filtered with SW-DCT and content-dependent SW-DCT.
Figure 3.6: Dependence of calculated PSNR on $\Gamma$ for LPA-ICI filtering.
Figure 3.7: Dependence of calculated PSNR on $\lambda$ for SW-DCT filtering.
(a) “Barbara”. $\sigma = 20$.
(b) “Cameraman”. $\sigma = 20$.
(c) “Lena”. $\sigma = 20$.
(d) “Barbara”. $\sigma = 40$.
(e) “Cameraman”. $\sigma = 40$.
(f) “Lena”. $\sigma = 40$.
(g) “Barbara”. $\sigma = 60$.
(h) “Cameraman”. $\sigma = 60$.
(i) “Lena”. $\sigma = 60$.

Figure 3.8: Dependence of calculated PSNR on $\Gamma$ for SA-DCT filtering.
Figure 3.9: Dependence of calculated PSNR on $\alpha$ for SA-DCT filtering.
Figure 3.10: Dependence of calculated PSNR on $\Gamma$ for BM3D filtering.
(a) “Barbara”. $\sigma = 20$.

(b) “Cameraman”. $\sigma = 20$.

(c) “Lena”. $\sigma = 20$.

(d) “Barbara”. $\sigma = 40$.

(e) “Cameraman”. $\sigma = 40$.

(f) “Lena”. $\sigma = 40$.

(g) “Barbara”. $\sigma = 60$.

(h) “Cameraman”. $\sigma = 60$.

(i) “Lena”. $\sigma = 60$.

Figure 3.11: Dependence of calculated PSNR on radius of neighbourhood for BM3D filtering.
4. **SW-DCT MODIFICATIONS**

In the previous chapter while considering SW-DCT we were using its version with the following options:

1) floating point calculation;

2) weighted aggregation;

3) $8 \times 8$ block size

4) no Wiener filter.

In this chapter we will consider how block size, aggregation type, Wiener filter and transition to the integer variable calculation impacts on filtering quality and speed performance.

4.1 **Block size**

We start SW-DCT analysis with a study of block size, aggregation and Wiener filter contribution to the filtering quality. For that purpose our test image set was corrupted with white Gaussian noise with different levels and filtered with SW-DCT with different settings.

For filtering we used $4 \times 4$, $8 \times 8$ and $16 \times 16$ block sizes and two types of aggregation (average and weighted average), additionally Wiener post-filtering was applied to weighted average aggregation. Results for each image are shown in Figure 4.1. For better visualization, all the graphs are drawn relatively to $8 \times 8$ SW-DCT with weighted average aggregation, which is shown as the $x$-axis.

From these graphs we can make several conclusions:

1. Generally, $8 \times 8$ is the best in quality/complexity block size for the filtering. The exception in Barbara image ($16 \times 16$ is better than $8 \times 8$) is caused by “trousers texture” (Table 4.1), which is very specific texture pattern. Additionally, $16 \times 16$ DCT is at least $\frac{16}{8} \cdot \log_8 16 = \frac{8}{3}$ times slower than $8 \times 8$ one since fast implementations of DCT usually have time complexity proportional to $N \cdot \log_2 N$, where $N$ is the window size. One more drawback of $16 \times 16$ block is that necessity to operate with 4 times larger block may cause delays related to memory processing. Thus, we will further consider $8 \times 8$ as a standard block size for the filtering.
Table 4.1: SW-DCT filter performance for different “Barbara” image areas depending on block size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block size</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Smooth</th>
<th>Edge</th>
<th>Texture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 × 8</td>
<td>30.01</td>
<td>34.85</td>
<td>30.96</td>
<td>27.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 × 16</td>
<td>30.55</td>
<td>34.84</td>
<td>30.89</td>
<td>28.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Wiener filter can yield up to 0.5 dB better quality. But it requires repetition of the filtering process and, therefore, doubles the time. Thus, we will not use it further for experiments and implementations.

3. Generally, weighted average aggregation performs better than simple average aggregation (up to 0.5 dB in “Cameraman” image). The source of this advantage is “edges” in the image where weighted average aggregation increases impact of smooth blocks around the “edges”. For that reason we will use weighted average aggregation further. However, in case of very fast implementations simple averaging will be performed, because it can be computed with the help of less multiplication and division operations.

From the comparison of Figures 3.6 and 3.7 we can also infer that SW-DCT, which represents frequency domain filtering, shows better quality performance compared to LPA-ICI filtering. The drawback of the SW-DCT method is the amount of the complex computations per pixel in average (computation of forward and inverse DCT’s and thresholding). Our goal is not only improvement of quality but also decrease of complexity. We aim to use all possibilities to reduce computational complexity and study what is the cost for such accelerations from a quality point of view. Since that, we will consider integer version of SW-DCT.

### 4.1.1 Integer pseudo-DCT

The replacement of real number calculations with integer ones can lead to worse PSNR due to rounding errors. At the same time it increases speed of computations for processor architectures where floating point operations are performed slower than integer ones. Basic algorithms for integer transforms were taken from H.264/AVC standard [26].

The main benefit of the integer transform is that some processors (especially in mobile devices) perform calculations with integer variables faster than with floating point. Another advantage of integer pseudo-DCT is that it does not use multiplications and divisions in transforms themselves. Multiplications are used in normalization step (one multiplication per pseudo-DCT coefficient) and in aggregation (if
we use weighted average aggregation). Divisions are used only in aggregation step (one division per image pixel).

Integer pseudo-DCT in addition to forward and inverse transforms (similar to the real number DCT) have normalization step. Normalization step is introduced because forward and inverse pseudo-DCT transforms are not orthonormal. In this step pseudo-DCT coefficients are multiplied by coefficients so that after inverse pseudo-DCT values close to the original are obtained.

In real valued DCT hard thresholding step is performed right after forward transform. In integer case it can be performed after forward pseudo-DCT but threshold in hard thresholding is different for each coefficient since they are not normalized. These individual thresholds can be computed ones before the processing. Proposed threshold modification allows to decrease computational complexity since normalization step (which includes multiplication operation) can be performed after hard thresholding for non-zero (non-suppressed) coefficients only. For the detailed description see Appendix B.

As it was already mentioned, switch from real-valued to integer-valued arithmetic may lead to worse filtering PSNR. Depending on the architecture of the processing unit one may switch to integer processing if the speed performance gain is more substantial than minor drop in quality. Figure 4.2 demonstrates that the quality of integer processing filtering is negligibly lower. Drop in PSNR is very small (at most 0.1 dB for the considered noise levels), some curves corresponding to the PSNR of real and integer filtering of the same images are even indistinguishable. Thus, integer pseudo-DCT is a good alternative to the real-valued DCT and can be used in our implementations.

Thus, in most of the cases we can change floating point computations to approximate integer ones with pseudo transforms and decrease computational time (especially in mobile devices, where floating point operations sometimes is a “bottle neck”). In some cases this change can be done without any drop in quality.
Figure 4.1: Dependence of calculated $\Delta$PSNR on the noise level $\sigma$ for different parameters. All the values are shown with respect to the result of $8 \times 8$ block SW-DCT with weighted average aggregation. “Weighted” means weighted average aggregation, “+Wiener” – use of Wiener filtering, “simple” – simple average aggregation.

Figure 4.2: Comparison of SW-DCT algorithms real and integer DCTs. All values are shown with respect to the result of $8 \times 8$ block real valued SW-DCT.
5. CONTENT-BASED IMAGE FILTERING

After performance analysis of the filters described in the previous chapters, in this chapter we propose an algorithm that uses different filters for different image content classes with individual optimal parameters for each class. Image classification not only helps to get an improved image quality, but also it is crucial in saving the computational time (Chapter 3, BM3D search range). Examples of both quality and time improvements we will see further in this chapter.

In the previous chapters we saw that the "Texture" region should be processed as accurate as possible, since in this area there is a low pixel similarity. In general, the highest PSNR for "Texture" class among all of the presented algorithms can be achieved by use of BM3D. Thereby, the best decision of filtering for "Texture" is BM3D with corresponding optimized parameters (hard thresholding coefficient etc.).

The "Smooth" region does not need very accurate and detailed filtering algorithm as "Texture" does. Therefore, the best choice is to use either simple SW-DCT or SA-DCT. The latter filtering approach demands more computational resources than SW-DCT but provides better filtering quality. This can be explained by the fact that pixel similarity in the block is much higher and can be controlled by $\Gamma$ coefficient. One certain advantage of SW-DCT is that chosen image content classification approach is based on $8 \times 8$ DCT coefficients blocks which are used in SW-DCT as well. Blocks in SA-DCT are adaptive and rarely of the square $8 \times 8$ shape. Thus, we cannot simplify classification calculation while using SA-DCT.

The "Edge" region is generally a region of low pixel similarity as well (except the case when two flat surfaces meet), but filtering with maximum possible accuracy of this area is very computationally expensive process. In this case, we can use the idea that the most similar blocks to the original "Edge" block are situated only along some direction (namely, along the edge detected). Thereby, the block search can be performed only in the vicinity of the edge itself and the BM3D processing time can be reduced.

Considered image classification algorithm provides an accurate method of noiseless image segmentation to three regions with different pixel correlation behaviour. For test purposes the segmentation of noise-free images was sufficient. However, since we are aiming to perform real image filtering without having an "oracle" which
provides the noiseless image, presence of (probably heavy) noise in images to be filtered is a drawback of this algorithm. Thus, we have to present a modified version, that can handle segmentation for noisy images as well.

5.1 Noisy image segmentation

In this section we propose a modified algorithm for image segmentation. The generic classes of the image regions (“Smooth”, “Edge” and “Texture”) in the modified algorithm remain the same. This division is very convenient and natural from filtering point of view for the reasons explained earlier. But the exact content of the classes in modified classification slightly changes. The trend of these changes is as follows.

First, some blocks with large low frequency coefficients which originally are classified as “Texture” can be included in the “Edge” class. These large low frequency coefficients represent some slow but significant changes in pixels intensity level and can be visually noticed. Thus, in the neighboring blocks along some direction large low frequency coefficients should remain large. This happens due to continuity of real life images.

Second, with the growth of the noise some area that is considered to be “Texture” on the noise-free image can not be determined as such in the noisy one. In other words, texture pattern is weak and noise completely destroys it. Therefore, the pixels from this area can be included in the “Smooth” class.

The modifications proposed above might decrease filtered image PSNR (but not necessarily, since false block classification may decrease PSNR as well). However, from computational complexity point of view, it improves the algorithm, since “Smooth” and “Edge” block processing according to the technique described earlier is faster than that for the “Texture”.

Decision on the belonging of image pixels to the particular class is made block-wise based on 2D DCT coefficients blocks. Block-wise processing reminds one describes in [9], we divide coefficients into groups (see Figure 5.1). But in this case we focus only on 2 groups: high frequency coefficients and low frequency coefficients. From the analysis of 2D DCT coefficients of multiple true edge blocks we decided that coefficients marked as “low frequency” are mostly responsible for the presence of the edge.

Thus, first, we want to have robust to moderate noise edge detection. There are two ideas of the selected determination approach:

1. Among low frequency coefficients should be those which have large enough value, so that visually an edge can be recognized.

2. Values of these coefficients should exceed high frequency coefficient values (otherwise a result of classification is “Texture”).
Therefore, it can be formally written as: \( \max\{L_A\} \geq T_E \) and \( \max\{L_A\} \geq C_{LH} \cdot \max\{H_A\} \), where \( L_A \) is a set of absolute values of low frequency coefficients, \( H_A \) is a set of absolute values of high frequency coefficients, \( T_E \) is some threshold and \( C_{LH} \) is a coefficient. From the series of experiments values for \( T_E \) and \( C_{LH} \) which provide reasonable visible edge determination were found.

Second, we want to have a clear segmentation of “Smooth” and “Texture” regions. AC coefficients indicate presence of some texture pattern in a block. Therefore, if the absolute value of some coefficients is large enough the block can be classified as “Texture”. Additionally, noise linearly enhances AC coefficients, thus, the threshold which indicates “large enough” coefficients has to be dependent on the noise level. Hence, we decide that pixels belonging to a “Texture” class can be determined with a formula: \( \max\{\max\{L_A\}, \max\{H_A\}\} \geq f(\sigma) \), where \( f \) is a function of \( \sigma \).

The exact formula for function \( f(\sigma) \) is unknown. Since that we study impact of the threshold (value of \( f \) for a particular noise) on the filtering results. Too low value of the threshold leads to misclassification that assigns most of the image pixels to the “Texture” area. Therefore, most of the image will be filtered with BM3D with hard thresholding coefficient optimal for “Texture” class. This coefficient is slightly lower than that for the entire image because we consider such for the “Texture”.

Otherwise, if the value of \( f \) is too large the filtering degenerates to the SW-DCT with over-suppressed noise. Noise is over-suppressed since optimal hard thresholding coefficient for “Smooth” area is larger. Figure 5.2 shows what happens with filtering speed and quality performances with varying \( f(\sigma) \) for images from testing set for noise levels \( \sigma = 20, 40, 60 \).
Figure 5.2: Dependence of filtering speed and quality performances on the threshold level for $\sigma = 20, 40, 60$ noise levels.
One can see that in each of the graphs shown there is always lower limit for \( f \) below which we do not gain neither speed nor quality improvement. The values of threshold below this limit are useless. The values above this limit is the area where one can find the trade-off of quality/complexity. One can see that starting from this lower limit with the growth of the threshold the value of PSNR goes up while the time graph falls down. This can be explained by the fact that more blocks are classified as “Smooth” and in these blocks BM3D is being replaced by SW-DCT which is faster. At some value of \( f(\sigma) \) PSNR graph reaches its peak but with further growth of the threshold it starts to fall down.

By using values larger than that corresponding to the peak we can either achieve quality improvement with a small speed-up or any speed-up (up to the speed of SW-DCT) with some drop in quality. In this work for “Smooth”/“Texture” thresholding we were using values slightly higher than those corresponding to the peaks, since we wanted to show speed-up without quality loss.

In practical implementation where processing time is a crucial parameter from the graph similar one to shown in Figure 5.2 one can find the value for the threshold which yields desired time and approximately determines possible PSNR drop. In our experiments, e. g. for \( \sigma = 20, 40, 60 \), we used thresholds 60, 120, 176, respectively.

From the observations described above we developed a classification technique, which provides a satisfactory image segmentation. Briefly, algorithm works as follows: we check a block for being “Edge”, if it is not an “Edge” then it is either “Texture” (high AC) or “Smooth”. Since neighboring blocks most probably belong to the same class and noise introduces high probability of misclassification, we additionally perform median filtering of block classification for “Smooth” and “Texture” classes. Some examples of segmentation of images from test image set can be seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

![Figure 5.3: Classification of blocks for noiseless images.](image-url)
5.1.1 Processing of “Edge” blocks

As it was stated earlier, in the vicinity of the edges one can improve block matching speed performance by simplification of the block search. The algorithm of the search optimization is simple and uses spatial features of edge.

Optimization is done as follows. We start the search in the $5 \times 5$ square (neighborhood range $= 2$). At the border of this square we detect the block which gives the lowest MSE with the initial block (the most similar one). This block roughly denotes the direction of the edge. Since we believe that the edge is locally straight, the opposite block to the detected one is considered to denote the direction of the edge as well. From this moment we have two blocks each of which denotes edge direction. These blocks have unprocessed neighboring blocks. For each neighborhood of two blocks the block with the least MSE to the initial one is independently determined. Both these determined blocks now denote the edge direction and the process of this “edge distribution” is repeated. Amount of these recursive steps can be bounded by the same value as was used for neighborhood range search.

An example of the first step is shown in Figure 5.5. Each pixel denotes the upper left corner of a block. Red – initial block. Dark gray – border blocks. Black – block with the minimum MSE and opposite to it (blocks which denote the edge direction). Light gray – unprocessed neighbors of blocks which denote edge direction.

Examples of the complete search for some blocks of the test images is shown in Figure 5.6. A colored pixel denotes an upper-left corner of a block. Green pixel – initial block, blue – blocks processed by the original full-search algorithm, magenta – blocks which were processed by optimized search. The speed-up of the search is the ratio of blue and magenta areas.

Since all the parts are complete (classification and processing for each class), we can perform filtering of the entire images with the proposed algorithm and make comparisons. Quality and speed performances of BM3D and BM3D with content-
dependent optimizations for several images are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. One can observe that the quality of filtered images in average remains the same. Time spent for filtering is always less for an adaptive scheme. The speed-up is $1.5 - 2.5$ times depending on the ratio of smooth/edge/texture area of the particular image.

For visual comparison of BM3D and content-dependent BM3D some examples of filtered fragments from “Barbara” and “Cameraman” images are shown in Figure 5.7. One can see that fragments filtered with the proposed algorithm have less noise artefacts.

### 5.2 Adaptive integer BM3D

Another way to decrease a computational complexity of BM3D is to substitute floating point variables and operations to integer ones. In the previous chapter such a substitution for SW-DCT was shown. BM3D compared to SW-DCT has 2 more operations: block matching and transform for 3rd dimension. Integer block
matching is performed by an analogy to a floating point one. The feature that one should take into account is that values of integer 2D pseudo-DCT blocks are larger than those of usual floating point 2D DCT blocks. Therefore, MSE threshold for similarity determination should be larger as well. Integer form of Haar transform which is used as the third dimension transform in BM3D is very similar to the usual Haar. Therefore, with minor changes we can convert our floating point BM3D to an integer one.

Our adaptive scheme uses a classification which in turn uses 2D DCT blocks. However, using integer transforms we calculate only pseudo DCT. Fortunately, these pseudo DCT coefficients are very close to the real DCT coefficients multiplied by some factor (see B.1). Therefore, we can use pseudo DCT coefficient blocks for classification and save computational time in the same manner as in floating point case.

We performed comparisons of PSNR and time performance for the proposed content-dependant integer BM3D filter for the extended image set too (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2). Integer transform yield lower PSNR while being used in filtering compared to the floating point one. However, in all cases we get improvement in time performance.

Since tests were performed on a desktop computer with Intel® processor we did not obtain significant speed-up related to the transition from floating to integer transforms. However, for processors used in mobile devices this transition speed-ups computations dramatically. Additionally, most of the modern mobile devices use ARM® architecture which supports NEON™ instruction set. It can further decrease computational time up to a factor of 4 for computationally demanding parts. Nevertheless, further computational improvements are beyond our main scope (adaptive approach) and may be considered in the future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Barbara</th>
<th>Cameraman</th>
<th>Lenna</th>
<th>Hill</th>
<th>Couple</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>Peppers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM3D</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-BM3D</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-intBM3D</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of speed performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Barbara</th>
<th>Cameraman</th>
<th>Lenna</th>
<th>Hill</th>
<th>Couple</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>Peppers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM3D</td>
<td>31.24</td>
<td>30.03</td>
<td>32.54</td>
<td>30.36</td>
<td>30.24</td>
<td>33.28</td>
<td>30.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-BM3D</td>
<td>31.19</td>
<td>30.02</td>
<td>32.62</td>
<td>30.31</td>
<td>30.27</td>
<td>33.28</td>
<td>30.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-intBM3D</td>
<td>31.21</td>
<td>29.68</td>
<td>32.61</td>
<td>30.28</td>
<td>30.19</td>
<td>33.13</td>
<td>30.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Comparison of quality performance.
### Table 5.3: Comparison of quality performance on filtering of Berkley Segmentation Dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Average PSNR (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma=20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM3D</td>
<td>28.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content-dependent BM3D</td>
<td>29.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.4: Average speed-up of content-dependent BM3D compared to BM3D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed-up</th>
<th>$\sigma=20$</th>
<th>$\sigma=40$</th>
<th>$\sigma=60$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7292</td>
<td>2.8750</td>
<td>3.6800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3 Testing

All the previous comparison results between BM3D and Adaptive BM3D were made only on small set of test images. In order to understand the real changes in quality and time consumption we have performed experiments on a large set of real-life images. Test images were taken from Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [35] (300 images). All the images are of the same size ($481 \times 321$ pixels), since that one can perform averaging in terms of time and MSE to calculate mean values among all images. Each image was filtered independently, however, in addition to individual time and MSE we also calculated average values.

Comparison of average results which were obtained from filtering of Berkley Segmentation Dataset degraded with different noise levels is shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. We can see that in average on all noise levels content-dependent BM3D yields images with better PSNR than simple BM3D. Additionally, content-dependent approach speeds-ups filtering. With the growth of noise level speed-up is larger. Thus, content-based approach helps us to achieve better filtering quality and at the same time highly increase filtering speed.
Figure 5.7: Visual comparison between image filtered with BM3D and proposed algorithm.
6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have shown an adaptive approach, that uses image classification and existing image denoising filters for more accurate and time-saving denoising.

At first, analysis of modern state-of-the-art filtering algorithms which utilize various techniques for image denoising was performed. The features of these algorithms and mathematical principles which are used to filter out obstructive part of the signal were studied. An image area classification method was introduced. Based on classification, performance of denoising techniques on different classes was investigated and various comparisons were made. For each class desired filtering algorithms properties were determined.

Afterwards, several algorithm optimizations and simplifications were tested. Computational and quality performance results obtained from these changes were compared individually for each image class. Useful modifications were taken into account for the implementation. A modified block-based image classification tool was developed, which allows to save computations by embedding into filtering process.

Finally, a solution that uses image content classification to perform advanced filtering was presented. Several performance tests were made and the increase in both quality and computational performances compared to baseline filters was shown. Additionally, an integer solution which is more appropriate for mobile platforms with further development prospects related to practical implementations was proposed.

Therefore, we performed all the tasks stated at the beginning of this work. We developed competitive algorithm that outstrips its analogs in several parameters. However, we left various ways of possible improvements, thus, opened a niche for further study and developments.
A. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SOLUTION

Let’s assume that estimate from each block is unbiased: \( \hat{y}_i(x) \sim \mathcal{N}(y(x), \sigma^2_{i,loc}) \). The formula for local variance after thresholding is \( \sigma^2_{i,loc} = \frac{N_{i,T} \sigma^2_{BS}}{BS^2} \), where \( BS \) – side of the block size, \( N_{i,T} \) – number of nonzero coefficients after thresholding. Log-likelihood:

\[
L = \ln \prod_i \left( 2\pi \sigma^2_{i,loc} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} e^{-\frac{1}{2\sigma^2_{i,loc}} (\hat{y}_i(x) - y(x))^2} =
\]

\[
= -\frac{1}{2} \sum_i \frac{1}{\sigma^2_{i,loc}} (\hat{y}_i(x) - y(x))^2 + \ln 2\pi \sigma^2_{i,loc}
\]

To maximize \( L \) we should solve \( \frac{\delta L}{\delta \hat{y}} = 0 \) and we obtain maximum likelihood solution \( \hat{y}^{ML} \):

\[
0 = \sum_i \frac{1}{\sigma^2_{i,loc}} (\hat{y}_i(x) - \hat{y}^{ML}(x))^2
\]

\[
\hat{y}^{ML}(x) = \frac{\sum_i \frac{1}{\sigma^2_{i,loc}} \hat{y}_i(x)}{\sum_i \frac{1}{\sigma^2_{i,loc}}} = \frac{\sum_i \frac{1}{N_{i,T}} \hat{y}_i(x)}{\sum_i \frac{1}{N_{i,T}}}
\]
B. INTEGER PSEUDO-DCT TRANSFORM

In this appendix we observe features of integer transforms which were used in this work. In our experiments we used pseudo-DCT of $4 \times 4$ and $8 \times 8$ block sizes. The matrices for these transforms were taken from the H.264/AVC standard [26]. Since these matrices are not orthonormal in H.264/AVC coefficients obtained by the forward transform are processed by 2-stage quantization-normalization process: in the transmitter and in the receiver. This process in accordance with its name is performed for two purposes:

1. Normalization of pseudo-DCT coefficients since forward and inverse transforms are not orthonormal.

2. Quantization of the coefficients to compress them for transport means.

In the H.264/AVC standard there are several quantization-normalization matrices characterized quantization parameter for different compression powers. All these pairs of matrices (one for transmitter and one for receiver) yield the approximately (because of the integer values) the same matrix after element-wise multiplication. The difference is that the larger the quantization parameter the harder the first matrix quantizes the coefficients. In our work we do not have the data transmission. Since that for normalization purpose we can use only one matrix which is the element-wise product of pair of quantization-normalization matrices. In order to demonstrate principles of this pseudo-DCT transform we will show examples for $4 \times 4$ and $8 \times 8$ case with matrices for quantization parameter $= 0$.

B.1 Integer $4 \times 4$ pseudo-DCT

We start with $4 \times 4$ pseudo-DCT. Basic steps implemented in H.264/AVC are:

1. *Forward integer transform.* For $4 \times 4$ case each row and then each column of the block, that we denote as $x$ is multiplied by matrix $T$ [28], in other words:

$$X = T \cdot x \cdot T^\top,$$

where:

$$T = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
2 & 1 & -1 & -2 \\
1 & -1 & -1 & 1 \\
1 & -2 & 2 & -1
\end{pmatrix}$$
2. **Forward pseudo-quantization.** For $4 \times 4$ case it means element-wise multiplication of block transformed by previous step by pseudo-quantization matrix $X_{Q_1} = X \oplus Q_1$, where:

$$Q_1 = \begin{pmatrix} 13107 & 8066 & 13107 & 8066 \\ 8066 & 5243 & 8066 & 5243 \\ 13107 & 8066 & 13107 & 8066 \\ 8066 & 5243 & 8066 & 5243 \end{pmatrix} \cdot \frac{1}{2^{15}}$$

Multiplication by $\frac{1}{2^{15}}$ is performed by right shift.

3. **Inverse pseudo-quantization.** For $4 \times 4$ case it means element-wise multiplication of block transformed by previous step by pseudo-quantization matrix $X_{Q_2} = X_{Q_1} \oplus Q_2$, where:

$$Q_2 = \begin{pmatrix} 10 & 13 & 10 & 13 \\ 13 & 16 & 13 & 16 \\ 10 & 13 & 10 & 13 \\ 13 & 16 & 13 & 16 \end{pmatrix} \cdot \frac{1}{2^{19}}$$

4. **Inverse integer transform.** For $4 \times 4$ case each row and then each column of the block, that we denote as $x$ is multiplied by matrix $H$, in other words: $x = H \cdot X \cdot H^T$, where:

$$H = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 & \frac{1}{2} \\ 1 & \frac{1}{2} & -1 & -1 \\ 1 & -\frac{1}{2} & -1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 & 1 & -\frac{1}{2} \end{pmatrix}$$

As we have no need in implementation forward and inverse normalizations-quantizations separately, forward and inverse normalization-quantization matrices were replaced with one pseudo-normalization matrix. Its coefficients were recalculated in a following way: $Q_3 = Q_2 \oplus Q_1$. Thus:

$$Q_3 = \begin{pmatrix} 131072 & 104858 & 131072 & 104858 \\ 104858 & 83886 & 104858 & 83886 \\ 131072 & 104858 & 131072 & 104858 \\ 104858 & 83886 & 104858 & 83886 \end{pmatrix} \cdot \frac{1}{2^{19}}$$

This merge not only decreases amount of multiplications but also slightly increases accuracy (one inaccurate operation instead of two).
Thresholding step that is necessary for filtering is done not after quantization but before it, therefore for all the coefficients with zero value after thresholding we do not need to do quantization and therefore we save computational time. Of course we need to have different thresholds for different coefficients as quantization operation is not uniform, but this task is easily solved by storing precalculated matrix of thresholds, where each coefficient is calculated as:

\[ \text{Thres}[i, j] = 2.7 \cdot \sigma \cdot Q[i, j] \]

Where \( \sigma \) is noise standard deviation and \( Q \) is a matrix that performs normalization of transform \( T \):

\[
Q = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{2}{2\sqrt{2.5}} & \frac{2\sqrt{2.5}}{2} & \frac{2\sqrt{2.5}}{2} \\
\frac{2\sqrt{2.5}}{2} & \frac{2\sqrt{2.5}}{2} & \frac{2\sqrt{2.5}}{2} \\
2\sqrt{2.5} & 2\sqrt{2.5} & 2\sqrt{2.5}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
2 & 4 & 4 \sqrt{2.5} & 4 & 4 \sqrt{2.5} \\
4 \sqrt{2.5} & 10 & 4 \sqrt{2.5} & 10 \\
4 & 4 \sqrt{2.5} & 4 & 4 \sqrt{2.5} \\
4 \sqrt{2.5} & 10 & 4 \sqrt{2.5} & 10
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Matrix \( Q \) is calculated from the product of column and row, those are formed from the reciprocals of the coefficients which are to be used to normalize rows of matrix \( T \).

### B.2 Integer 8×8 pseudo-DCT

Integer 8×8 DCT was taken from H.264/AVC standard as well as 4×4 one. Nearly the same procedures of simplification were made except that numerators and denominators of quantization coefficients were divided by 2, as otherwise they would cause 32-bit integer bit overflow. As in 4×4 case forward transform is simply multiplication of each row and then column of the block by matrix: \( X = T \cdot x \cdot T^\top \), where matrix \( T \):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\frac{3}{2} & \frac{5}{4} & \frac{3}{8} & \frac{3}{8} & -\frac{3}{8} & -\frac{5}{4} & -\frac{5}{4} & -\frac{3}{2} \\
1 & \frac{1}{2} & -\frac{1}{2} & -1 & -1 & -\frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & 1 \\
\frac{5}{4} & -\frac{3}{8} & -\frac{3}{2} & -\frac{3}{4} & \frac{3}{4} & \frac{3}{2} & \frac{3}{8} & -\frac{5}{4} \\
1 & -1 & -1 & 1 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 1 \\
\frac{3}{4} & -\frac{3}{8} & -\frac{3}{2} & -\frac{3}{4} & \frac{3}{8} & \frac{3}{2} & \frac{3}{8} & -\frac{3}{4} \\
\frac{1}{2} & -1 & 1 & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{1}{2} & 1 & -1 & \frac{1}{2} \\
\frac{3}{8} & -\frac{3}{4} & -\frac{3}{4} & -\frac{3}{2} & \frac{3}{2} & -\frac{5}{4} & \frac{3}{4} & -\frac{3}{8}
\end{pmatrix}
\]
Inverse transform is again multiplication of each row and then column of the block by matrix: \( x = H \cdot X \cdot H^T \), where matrix \( H \):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & \frac{3}{2} & 1 & \frac{5}{4} & 1 & \frac{3}{4} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{3}{8} \\
1 & \frac{3}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & -\frac{3}{8} & -1 & -\frac{3}{2} & -1 & -\frac{3}{4} \\
1 & \frac{3}{4} & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{3}{2} & -1 & \frac{3}{8} & 1 & \frac{5}{4} \\
1 & \frac{3}{8} & -1 & -\frac{3}{4} & 1 & \frac{5}{4} & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{3}{2} \\
1 & -\frac{3}{8} & -1 & -\frac{3}{4} & 1 & -\frac{5}{4} & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{3}{2} \\
1 & -\frac{3}{4} & -\frac{1}{2} & \frac{3}{2} & -1 & -\frac{3}{8} & 1 & -\frac{5}{4} \\
1 & -\frac{3}{4} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{3}{4} & -1 & \frac{3}{2} & -1 & -\frac{3}{2} \\
1 & -\frac{3}{2} & 1 & -\frac{5}{4} & 1 & -\frac{3}{4} & \frac{1}{2} & -\frac{3}{8}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Original pseudo-quantization matrices \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) are:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
13107 & 12222 & 16777 & 12222 & 13107 & 12222 & 16777 & 12222 \\
12222 & 11428 & 15481 & 11428 & 12222 & 11428 & 15481 & 11428 \\
16777 & 15481 & 20972 & 15481 & 16777 & 15481 & 20972 & 15481 \\
12222 & 11428 & 15481 & 11428 & 12222 & 11428 & 15481 & 11428 \\
13107 & 12222 & 16777 & 12222 & 13107 & 12222 & 16777 & 12222 \\
12222 & 11428 & 15481 & 11428 & 12222 & 11428 & 15481 & 11428 \\
16777 & 15481 & 20972 & 15481 & 16777 & 15481 & 20972 & 15481 \\
12222 & 11428 & 15481 & 11428 & 12222 & 11428 & 15481 & 11428
\end{pmatrix} \cdot \frac{1}{2^{16}}
\]

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
20 & 19 & 25 & 19 & 20 & 19 & 25 & 19 \\
19 & 18 & 24 & 18 & 19 & 18 & 24 & 18 \\
25 & 24 & 32 & 24 & 25 & 24 & 32 & 24 \\
19 & 18 & 24 & 18 & 19 & 18 & 24 & 18 \\
20 & 19 & 25 & 19 & 20 & 19 & 25 & 19 \\
19 & 18 & 24 & 18 & 19 & 18 & 24 & 18 \\
25 & 24 & 32 & 24 & 25 & 24 & 32 & 24 \\
19 & 18 & 24 & 18 & 19 & 18 & 24 & 18
\end{pmatrix} \cdot \frac{1}{2^6}
\]
And recalculated matrix for pseudo-quantization is \( Q_3 = Q_2 \cdot Q_1 \):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
131070 & 116109 & 209713 & 116109 & 131070 & 116109 & 209713 & 116109 \\
116109 & 102852 & 185772 & 102852 & 116109 & 102852 & 185772 & 102852 \\
209713 & 185772 & 335552 & 185772 & 209712 & 185772 & 335552 & 185772 \\
116109 & 102852 & 185772 & 102852 & 116109 & 102852 & 185772 & 102852 \\
131070 & 116109 & 209712 & 116109 & 131070 & 116109 & 209713 & 116109 \\
116109 & 102852 & 185772 & 102852 & 116109 & 102852 & 185772 & 102852 \\
209713 & 185772 & 335552 & 185772 & 209713 & 185772 & 335552 & 185772 \\
116109 & 102852 & 185772 & 102852 & 116109 & 102852 & 185772 & 102852 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\left( \frac{1}{2^{21}} \right)
\]

And thresholding is performed as in previous 4 × 4 case:

\[
Thres[i, j] = 2.7 \cdot \sigma \cdot Q[i, j],
\]

where

\[
Q = \begin{pmatrix}
2\sqrt{2} \\
\sqrt{9.03125} \\
\sqrt{5} \\
\sqrt{9.03125} \\
2\sqrt{2} \\
\sqrt{9.03125} \\
\sqrt{5} \\
\sqrt{9.03125}
\end{pmatrix}
\cdot \begin{pmatrix}
2\sqrt{2} & \sqrt{9.03125} & \sqrt{5} & 2\sqrt{2} & \sqrt{9.03125} & \sqrt{5} & \sqrt{9.03125}
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
8 \sqrt{72.25} & \sqrt{40} \sqrt{72.25} & 8 \sqrt{72.25} \sqrt{40} \sqrt{72.25} \\
\sqrt{72.25} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & \sqrt{72.25} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & 9.03125 \\
\sqrt{40} & \sqrt{45.15625} & 5 & \sqrt{45.15625} & \sqrt{40} & \sqrt{45.15625} & 5 \\
\sqrt{72.25} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & \sqrt{72.25} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & 9.03125 \\
8 & \sqrt{72.25} & \sqrt{40} & \sqrt{72.25} & 8 & \sqrt{72.25} & \sqrt{40} & \sqrt{72.25} \\
\sqrt{72.25} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & \sqrt{72.25} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & 9.03125 \\
\sqrt{40} & \sqrt{45.15625} & 5 & \sqrt{45.15625} & \sqrt{40} & \sqrt{45.15625} & 5 \\
\sqrt{72.25} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & \sqrt{72.25} & 9.03125 \sqrt{45.15625} & 9.03125
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(B.1)

All the threshold matrices can be computed from \( Q \) matrices before filtering knowing \( \sigma \) only once and then can be used in each block thresholding step. Additionally, in practice, multiplication by pseudo-transform matrices is implemented only with the help of sum and shift operations, which are simple and fast operations.
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